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https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0BwwEErkugSaLSTMyUDhOZG1ET1k&usp=sharing   QUESTION 6Which two

statement about LAG in the Cisco wireless LAN controller running Aire OS 8.0 are true?(choose two) A.    LAG bundles all of the

crsco WLC distribution system ports into a single 802.3ad port channel.B.    There can be only one AP-manager interface if LAG is

enabledC.    LAG configuration change take effect immediately after they are configuredD.    Channel negotiation LACP and PAgP

are supported Answer: AB QUESTION 7You have configured video stream on a Cisco WLC and users are now viewing the

company video broadcast over the wireless network, how can you verify you have video stream configures and working in the cisco

WLC GUI? A.    The multicast status shows "normalmulticast" in the multicast group detailB.    The multicast status shows

"MediaStream allowed" in the multicast group detailC.    The WMM state shows "Enabled" into the clients detaiD.    The multicast

status shows "multicast-direct allowed" in the multicast group detail Answer: D QUESTION 8Refer to the exhibit. APs on VLAN

2100 can get IP address but cannot register to the WLC. The iP address of the WLC management interface is 24.244.4.227. Which

option is the correct DHCP option 43 configuration?  

  A.    f10412f41cd9B.    f10418f404227C.    f10818f41cd0a181cf4a01cD.    f10418f404e3E.    f1040a3f0701 Answer: D

QUESTION 9Which two statement describe characteristics of high availability cisco 5760wireless LAN controller that uses the

stackwise-480 technology?(choose two) A.    A switch stach has only three WLCs one active WLC and two standby WLCsB.    lf

the WLC become unavailable the standby assumes the role of the active and continue to the keep the stack operational.C.    A switch

stack has only Two WlCs both WLCs are in active/active modeD.    A switch stack has only two WLCs one active and one standby

WLC. Answer: BD QUESTION 10which option in the cisco identity service engine allows for authorization based on Active

Directory user and domain computer login? A.    Machine access restnctionB.    Active directory groupC.    Active directory

attributesD.    Identity source sequences Answer: A QUESTION 11While troubleshooting a failed central web authentication

configuration on cisco WLC, you discover that the Cisco WLC policy manager state is showing RUN For new client and not

CENTRAL_WEB_AUTH, what is most likely the issue.? A.    The WLAN Layer 2 security should be sent to WPA+WPA2B.    The

WLAN NAC state should be set to RADIUS NACC.    The web login page under the cisco WLC security should be set to external

(redirect to external server)D.    The WLAN layer 3 security should be set to web page policy with condition web redirect. Answer:

B QUESTION 12Two autonomous Aps are connected to a switch on the same VLAN both APS are configured with the same SSID

and WPA2-PSK. After making configuration changes to one of the APs .spanning tree disabled one of the switch ports into which

AP was plugged? Which two options describe possible reasons that spanning tree disabled a port? (choose Two) A.    One of the Aps

was configured as a universal workgroup bridge.B.    It is not possible for spanning tree to disable a port. The bridging loop must

have been coincidentalC.    Spanning tree was disabled on both ApsD.    PortFast was enabled on all portsE.    One of the APs was

configured as a standard workgroup bridge. Answer: AE  !!!RECOMMEND!!!   1.Braindump2go|2016/10 400-351 Exam Dumps
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